Formation of the Planets and Earth 


After the Supernova:
As a result of the supernova explosion, many of the elements were formed:
	Carbon – chains of carbon help create DNA, the basic instructions we carry on how we should grow
Oxygen – we need to breathe in oxygen and oxygen combines with hydrogen to make water
Calcium – we use this to make our bones and teeth
	We are all start dust from the supernova explosion

The formation of the planets:
In the debris of the supernova explosion, through the force of gravity, rocks and gases were pulled together and the planets start to form
	Heavy elements form the inner, rocky planets; Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars
Lighter elements form the outer gas giants; Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune
	Pluto is a small icy planet right at the outer edges of our solar system
	Spare hydrogen forms the Sun

Sun
It takes 1,000,000 years for light to go from the centre of the sun (white hot core) to the surface of the sun and escape into space
	The surface of the sun is 6,000C

Mercury
Mercury is the messenger god
	The planet is small and very hot and fast
	The temperature on the surface is -150C to +400C

Venus
Venus is the goddess of love and beauty 
	It is the size of the Earth, full of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and very hot. 
	The surface is always 480C.
Because of all of the cloudy Carbon Dioxide, you cannot see the sun on the surface

Earth
The living planet
	Iron and nickel in is in the centre, molten rock outside it, a crust of rock on the surface and an atmosphere of oxygen and nitrogen
The early Earth had erupting volcanoes spewing out steam and other gases. 
	Meteorites crashed into the Earth for millions of years
	The steam formed rain which fell and created the oceans. 
	Slowly the Earth cooled and formed a crusty surface – and with it dry land and the sea

Mars
Mars is the warrior god
	It is a small, red planet
	Olympic Mons is a huge mountain on the surface. It is 3 times the height of Everest. 
The atmosphere is 150 times thinner than the Earth’s atmosphere


Jupiter
Jupiter is the greatest of all roman gods
It is the biggest planet, a gas giant, full of gasses such as hydrogen and helium
	It takes 12 years to orbit the sun. 
It is the size of 1300 earths. 
The great red spot on the surface of Jupiter is a storm that has raged for centuries, it is 3 times the size of the earth. 
It has many moons; volcanoes erupt on the surface of the Moon Io. The Moon Europa is covered in ice and may have an ocean underneath. Maybe there is life in this ocean?

Saturn
Saturn is the god of agriculture and harvest
It is a gas giant with rings around the planet 
	It is 750 times the size of the Earth.
	A rocket has landed on Saturn’s largest moon - Titan

Uranus
Uranus is the sky god
It is a gas giant
	It has a moon called Miranda which has 15km high ice cliffs. 
	It has many rings and moons
	It takes 84 years to orbit the sun

Neptune
Neptune is the god of the sea
	It is a gas giant
	It has 2 main rings and 8 moons. 
	Gales of 2,000km per hour race around it. 
Once, it had a great dark spot the size of the Earth. This was a storm that lasted for many years. Now it is gone

Pluto
Pluto is a dwarf planet
	Pluto is the god of the underworld
	It is a small planet made up largely of ice









 







